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ABSTRACT
Enrichment of fat grafts with adipose-derived stem cells (ASCs) has gained popularity due to
promising preliminary results. Herein, we present two patients who were treated with ASC-
enriched fat grafts following mastectomy and breast reconstruction with implants. Both exhib-
ited favorable outcomes achieving a significant improvement of breast defects and asymmetries.
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Introduction

Breast cancer is the most common cancer among
female population with an estimated lifetime risk of
12.32% in the USA [1]. Surgical options such as com-
plete or partial mastectomy and lumpectomy have
been used for the treatment of breast cancer for many
years but recently oncoplastic procedures and breast
reconstruction have gained ground mainly due to their
tremendous impact on the psychological status of the
patients [2]. Breast reconstruction can be performed in
one or two stages, either immediately after the pri-
mary intervention or after a particular time period by
using mostly two methods; prosthetic implants with or
without acellular dermal matrix and autologous tissue.

Autologous fat grafting refers to the transplantation
of fat tissue from one part of the body to another and
is an FDA-approved option for breast reconstruction in
the USA [3]. However, complications such as low graft
survival, formation of cysts, microcalcifications and fat
necrosis have necessitated the improvement of this
approach [4,5].

Due to their inherent properties, adipose-derived
stem cells (ASCs) are believed to exhibit improved graft-
ing results, thus holding a great promise for future
translation into clinical practice [6]. Their multipotent

nature and particularly the fact that they promote
angiogenesis are considered responsible for their favor-
able outcomes [7]. Nevertheless, the use of ASCs is not
yet FDA-approved [6].

Herein, we report our first cases of breast recon-
struction that was treated with fat grafting enriched
with ASCs. Informed consent from both patients as
well as approval from our Institutional Review Board
was obtained. The study protocol was in accordance
with the World Medical Association Declaration of
Helsinki.

Patient 1

A 51-year-old woman with a history of severe fibro-
cystic disease and a family history of breast cancer-
attributable deaths (three maternal aunts died of
breast cancer) underwent bilateral prophylactic nipple-
areola-complex (NAC) sparing mastectomies, as
requested by the patient regardless the genetic coun-
seling. A two-staged reconstruction started immedi-
ately after the initial operation. Initially, Allergan
133MV14 500 cm3 expanders (Allergan, Inc., Irvine, CA)
were used bilaterally and placed in a complete sub-
muscular pocket (below the pectoralis major, serratus
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anterior and the insertion of rectus abdominus
muscles) without acellular dermal matrix; 5 months
later were replaced by Allergan 410LX 455gr implants.
However, hollowness over the NAC had remained as
well as contour irregularities (Figure 1(a)–(d)) and,
therefore, cell-enriched fat grafting near the NAC was
considered an option to achieve a more satisfying
result. Tulip low-pressure syringe lipoaspiration system
was used to obtain 520 cm3 of lipoaspirate from the
hypogastrium and the thighs. Half of this amount was
processed with the Celution System (Cytori
Therapeutics, San Diego, CA) yielding about 6 cm3 sus-
pension of ASCs. The remaining fat (260 cm3) was
washed in the Celution System to remove blood and
waste and then enhanced with the concentrated ASCs.
The resulting cell-enriched fat graft was injected into
and around the defect area in multiple planes through
blunt-tipped 17-gauge cannulae. As for the right
breast, 50 cm3 of cell-enriched fat grafting were
injected into the hollowness over the NAC and
another 100 cm3 in the upper pole, while 90 and
20 cm3 were used in the upper and the lower pole of
the left breast, respectively (Figure 2(a)). There was

significant contour improvement in both breasts that
remained stable at 3 and 22 months of follow-up
(Figure 2(b)–(d)). Two minor complications occurred in
the left breast; one episode of cellulitis 4 months post
grafting that resolved with IV antibiotics uneventfully,
and the development of a slightly painful lump 10
months post grafting that turned out to be a lipone-
crotic cyst after excision biopsy. Both had no impact
on the cosmetic effect.

Patient 2

A 43-year-old female presented with a suspicious area
of microcalcifications on the left breast. After the
stereotactic biopsy turned out to be positive for
adenocarcinoma, she underwent wired guided local
excision using an oncoplastic approach. An inferior
pedicle breast reduction was performed combined
with mastopexy to the opposite breast in order to
achieve symmetry. Histology report, however,
revealed multifocal disease with foci of lobular carcin-
oma in situ as well as infiltrative ductal carcinoma.
Thus, a left simple mastectomy with sentinel lymph

Figure 1. (a) Before mastectomy. (b–d) Images showing the remaining hollowness over the NAC (arrows) and contour irregularities
of the breasts after mastectomy and two-staged breast reconstruction.
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node biopsy was implemented. Sentinel lymph node
was negative on frozen section and we proceeded
with a two-stage immediate breast reconstruction; at
first, Allergan 133MV 400 cm3 expander was used in a
complete submuscular pocket without acellular dermal
matrix that was replaced by Allergan 410LX 365gr ana-
tomic implant after 6 months. During the second
stage, submammary augmentation of the right breast
with Allergan CML 170gr implant was also imple-
mented. After 4 months, left NAC reconstruction was
attempted using a skate flap and full-thickness skin
graft from the inguinal area. Patient was lost to
follow-up for 1 year and presented again with marked
asymmetry due to shape distortion of the left breast
that clinically resembled – though not actually – a cap-
sular contracture (Figure 3(a,b)). Using the same
method as described above, we obtained 580 cm3 of
lipoaspirate from the hypogastrium and the thighs,
260 cm3 of which were processed and yielded 7 cm3 of
ASCs that subsequently enriched the remaining fat.

Skin adherence to the lateral aspect of the left breast
was initially released. Overall, 320 cm3 of enriched fat
was grafted in the periphery of the reconstructed
breast in order to improve the contour and correct the
tethering of the skin (Figure 3(c,d)). No complications
occurred and a satisfying cosmetic result was retained
at 3 and 19 months follow-up (Figure 4(a–h)).

Discussion

Enrichment of autologous fat grafting with ASCs
during breast reconstruction following breast surgery
seemed to be a feasible option with favorable and
durable outcomes in selected patients. In both
cases, the implemented method achieved a substan-
tial cosmetic improvement of breast defects and
asymmetries with minimal and non-significant
complications.

ASCs are derived from the stromal component of
adipose tissues, and have the potential to proliferate

Figure 2. (a) Image showing the injection sites of ASC-enriched fat grafts. Significant contour improvement after cell-enriched fat
grafting at 3 (b) and 22 months (c) of follow-up (d) MRI scan of the right breast showing no shape irregularities after 22 months.
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extensively as well as differentiate into various cell lin-
eages such as adipogenic, osteogenic, myogenic,
chondrogenic and vascular endothelial cell types
[6,8–10]. In addition, easy harvest of ASCs, low donor
site morbidity [10] and the fact that adipose tissue
aspirates are considered to contain much higher stem
cell concentration compared to bone marrow ones
[11], render these cells an attractive supplemental tool
in improving long term fat grafting survival. Preclinical
studies have also suggested that ASCs may contribute
to the regeneration of adipose tissue and sustain graft
survival by promoting angiogenesis [7].

As a result, cell-assisted lipotransfer (CAL) technique
has been introduced that refers to the ASC enhance-
ment of lipoinjections. The main idea is the isolation
of the stromal vascular fraction (SVF) cells from one
half of the aspirated fat and the combination of these
primitive cells with the other half, thus resulting in
ASC-rich fat [7]. In enriching fat grafts, a variety of
commercially available devices have been proposed,
including the Celution System.

Celution device is an FDA-approved system that
uses a single-use sterile disposable set for tissue proc-
essing and the CelaseVR processing enzyme reagent for

isolation of cells from aspirated adipose tissue. After
performing a wet test to ensure the integrity of the
closed system, the tissue is introduced into the proc-
essing canister where it is weighed and then washed
with the lactated Ringers solution to remove the
residual wetting solution and extravasated blood.
Based on the tissue weight, the device calculates the
amount of Celase reagent to be used [12]. The tissue
is continuously agitated during enzymatic digestion of
the connective tissue. After completion of the diges-
tion, the ASC fraction is pumped into a centrifuge
chamber where it is washed and concentrated. The
final cell product can then be aspirated from the
chamber and combined with the remaining aspirated
fat [12].

Compared to other non-enzymatic processing meth-
ods, Celution System seems to provide significant
advantages to the lipoaspirates processed by this
device; higher number of isolated cells per lipoaspi-
rate, higher concentration of putative stromal cell-con-
taining population, increased number of primitive cells
and finally, increased expression of stem cell markers,
such as Nanog, Sox-2 and c-Kit in ASC-enriched
samples [13].

Figure 3. (a) View of the breasts at presentation. (b) Image showing a shape distortion of the left breast 16 months after mastec-
tomy and two-staged breast reconstruction (c), (d) injection sites of ASC-enriched fat grafts.
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There is currently increasing evidence that ASCs
may significantly confer better cosmetic outcomes and
therefore, several clinical trials are still ongoing.
Yoshimura et al. first described the CAL technique in
40 women for cosmetic purposes achieving satisfac-
tory results. After mean fat injection of 270ml, breast
volumes showed an increase of 100–200ml, while no

major complications occurred apart from minimal post-
operative atrophy and cyst formation or microcalcifica-
tion in four patients [5]. The same author suggested
CAL as a feasible method for replacing complicated
breast implants with favorable outcomes [14]. Overall,
the largest cohort of patients undergoing CAL has
been described by Yoshimura et al. demonstrating

Figure 4. (a, d) Before fat transfer, (b, e) after 3 months and (c, f) after 19 months. MRI scan of the breasts before fat grafting
revealing no evidence of capsular contracture (g). A second MRI, 19 months following fat grafting revealing favorable and durable
outcomes (h).
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encouraging preliminary outcomes. Amongst them,
269 have been performed on breasts; 177 cosmetic
breast augmentations, 52 breast implant replacements,
40 postmastectomy breast reconstructions and the
rest on the face, hip and hands of selected
patients [15].

Of note, a large prospective, multicenter clinical trial
enrolled 67 patients who were treated with ASC-
enriched fat grafting for breast deficits following
breast conservation therapy. Based on MRI sequence
assessment, 54 of 65 patients yielded a significant
improvement in breast contours at 12 months follow-
up compared to baseline. No local cancer recurrences
were reported and no major complications occurred
apart from the development of injection site cysts in
ten patients [16].

Recently, Dos Anjos et al. reported 77 cell-enhanced
fat grafting procedures, of which 21 contained a low
dose of SVF cells, while the rest were enriched with a
10-fold higher concentration [17]. Interestingly, while
the breast volume increase was lower in the high
dose-SVF group compared with the low dose group
during the immediate postoperative period, the former
group exhibited better long-term results, as suggested
by a higher volume retention index after 1.5 years
(75% vs. 50%, p< .05) [17]. Additionally, Kamakura and
Ito used cell-enriched fat grafting for breast recon-
struction in 20 women reporting a mean increase in
breast circumference of 3.3 cm 9 months after surgery
without major complications [18].

Although the aforementioned studies endorse the
use of ASCs, their efficacy and superiority over existing
techniques has already been questioned. A prospective
controlled clinical trial compared stem cell enriched fat
grafts (stem cell group) with pure ones (control group)
in secondary breast reconstruction with the former
showing better volumetric persistence; nevertheless
statistical significance was not achieved [19]. Similarly,
another prospective study compared patients under-
going water-assisted lipotransfer with or without stem
cell enrichment. At 6 months’ follow-up, MRI volume-
try of the whole graft did not show significant differ-
ences between the two groups [20].

Furthermore, two more concerns have been raised
regarding the implementation of stem cell-based tech-
niques in breast reconstruction surgeries [21]. Possible
contamination of the graft during the extracorporeal
procedure of stem cell enrichment necessitates special
attention to the sterilization process [21]. Another con-
troversial issue is the putative crosstalk between stem
cells and breast carcinogenesis. It has been suggested
that stem cells may induce molecular cascades and
changes in the breast microenvironment that may

promote de novo carcinogenesis, proliferation of
residual cancer cells and metastasis [22]. The available
data from preclinical and clinical studies have been
rather contradictory, although results from preclinical
models support the aforementioned theories, clinical
studies have not yet reported an increased risk of
recurrence [22–24]. The number of transplanted stem
cells is also believed to play an important role in the
observed discordances. However, the crucial cut-off
value cannot be determined with the existing evi-
dence [23].

Nowadays, advances in technical aspects of autolo-
gous fat grafting have limited the incidence of compli-
cations. As noted by Groen et al., total complication
rate was lower (8.4%, 95% CI 7.6–9.1) than other
reconstructive breast procedures [4]. Particularly, fewer
cysts (6.9%) and calcifications (5.2%) were seen,
whereas fat necrosis (9%) was slightly increased [4]. Of
note, our first patient appeared with a liponecrotic
cyst on excision biopsy. Although this incident did not
affect the cosmetic outcome, it highlights the need for
careful manipulation and precise technique when
applying the graft. Fat needs to be harvested with
minimal trauma to adjacent tissues, using low negative
pressure and the least possible exposure to the air
prior to grafting. Blunt-tipped small caliber infiltration
cannulae (17–18G; maximum diameter 1.5mm) may
be used for fat grafting, always taking into consider-
ation that injection of particles larger than 3mm is
associated with increased risk of fat necrosis, calcifica-
tion and oil cyst formation [4].

Overall, the implementation of ASCs for breast
reconstruction following breast surgery seems a prom-
ising approach. Future research should be oriented to
both preclinical and clinical studies in order to eluci-
date all the contradictory points in this field [23].
Another interesting perspective would be the simultan-
eous use of ASCs as carriers of chemotherapeutic drugs
with locoregional action [22]. Ideally, results from multi-
center randomized controlled trials could provide a
basis for formulating specific guidelines for a personal-
ized approach in the clinical milieu [25,26]. In that con-
text, we should currently act in accordance with the
‘ASAPS/ASPS Position Statement on Stem Cells and Fat
Grafting’, which suggests stem cell therapies be con-
ducted ‘within clinical studies under Institutional
Review Board approval, including compliance with all
guidelines for human medical studies’ [27].
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